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RECAP

RUNTIME: 10MIN

Can you spell these words?



VOCABULARY
Lesson 02 – Numbers



✔ Numbers from 0 to 100

Today’s agenda

Welcome to class!



NUMBERS



Introduction to basics 

A Cardinal Number is a number that says
how many of something there are.

Cardinal Numbers



Introduction to basics 

Cardinal numbers
From 0 to 10.000.000



Introduction to basics 

An Ordinal Number is a number that tells
the position of something in a list.

Ordinal Numbers



Any questions?
Please, feel free to ask anything



Introduction to basics 

Exercise
Let’s play a little bit!

❑ Bum ( this games consists in picking a number and giving the name
‘’bum’’ to his multiples).

❑ Memory game (we will start by picking a person in class and define
the order of who should speak after who. That being done, the
starter has to say a number, the next person has to repeat that
same number and add a new one, and it goes on with the entire
class until someone forgets the order.)
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Read the following sentences:

1. Today is Wednesday the 19th and Marcel went to the 
bakery (beiquerie) at 75’ Elm Street to buy some bread. 
Afterwards, we shall (chal) see “49 Minutes in Paradise”, this 
new 1h long play that premiered (premierd) last month on 
the 25th. 

1. We are watching the clouds (clauds) turn 38 different 
shapes (cheips) every 16 minutes. The 1st one looked like a 
clown, the 5th like a church, and the 17th like a fish. 

1. My daughter (dórerr), age (eidje) 6, keeps bringing cats 
(quéts) home. We already have 58 birds flying all over the 
place, 31 dogs and even (ivén) 17 lizards (lezerds) ! Now, this 
must be our (auwor) 63rd cat. I am losing my mind. 

1. I remember taking (teikin) ballet lessons when I was in 6th 
grade. I participated in about 47 plays and and all before my 
13th anniversary. Now, at age 32, I´m the 2nd prima 
ballerina assoluta from my hometown.

Exercises



WELL DONE!
See you next class


